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I would recommend playing Citadel before reading Foundation. Given as the graphic novel also includes the
background stories for Kasumi Goto and Zaeed Massani, readers will get more out of Foundation if they have
added those two individuals to their party in ME 2, as well. By and large, Foundation does not cover much
new terr The plot of Mass Effect: By and large, Foundation does not cover much new territory. The majority
of material from Foundation relies heavily on the backstories the characters themselves relay to Commander
Shepard. We already know the story of how Thane met and lost his wife - he told Shepard this story in ME 2.
Some issues are more original and exploratory than others. Aside from a little added dialogue and the visuals,
we get nothing new. That one is probably the least original of the Foundation stories. Other issues in
Foundation do more to expand upon the characters and bring something new to the Mass Effect world, though.
It is fun to see Urdnot Wrex working on his job to try to take out Fist, for instance. And the stuff on Rasa does
give us a lot more insight on her before we meet her on the Citadel. Rasa is the main character of Foundation,
so we get the most time and detail spent with her. The concept of Foundation is an interesting one. I like the
overarching idea. That said, I feel as though I would have been more invested with Foundation with longer
stories dedicated to each character. As it was, we could only get quick story "blurbs" for all the characters
outside of Miranda, Rasa, and Kai Leng. Despite Foundation safely nestling itself in a lot of already-covered
material, it is a satisfactory supplement to the Mass Effect universe. Through Foundation, we get to spend a
little more time with them. Through Foundation, we get to see their stories visualized there in front of us. So
would I recommend it?
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Redemption, Evolution, Invasion, and Homeworlds. It also includes all three of the short comics released so
far: All of that was packed into a page hard cover book! I love that blue beauty! It took Cerberus 2 years to
rebuild Shepard. That leaves quite a gap to fill in. This comic fills in some of those gaps and answers some
questions. How did Liara get into the information business? Redemption answers those questions and more! I
really loved this comic. From the art to the story. I felt like they perfectly captured the essence of the games.
What I do know is story and the story was awesome. Liara is willing to take on the Shadow Broker and the
Collectors to try to rescue her friend, Shepard. The comic begins at the end of the First Contact War. Just in
case you need a reminder, the First Contact War was the brief 3 month war between the Humans and Turians
that occurred after they first made contact with one another. The Humans were about to activate an inactive
mass effect relay , when the Turians intervened. Their intervention method was to shoot first. The Turians
would go on to occupy a Human colony, Shanxi. And Shanxi is where this comic starts. The Turians attacked
Shanxi because it was the closest Human colony, but their interests evolved when they got there. Turian
researches discovered a strange artifact on Shanxi. But what could it be? He is Jack Harper. A Specialist for
the Human Alliance. It was his job to find what the Turians were up to, before it was too late. Harper does
catch up with Turians, finds the artifact, but at what cost? The artifact will change his life forever. Evolution
will take you many places that the games never took you: Shanxi, Arcterus Station, Palaven. There are even
some familiar faces for fans of the game. And what a time period to explore! What a tense period that would
have been for Mankind. Things have cooled down a little by , but things are very hostile between the two races
in ! By the end of the comic, I really understood why he created Cerberus. Perhaps a darker color scheme?
There has been an increased Cerberus presence on Omega since Shepard disabled or destroyed the Collector
Base on the other side of the Omega 4 Relay. Aria hates Cerberus, but selling them supplies for their journeys
to the core means profit. One day a Cerberus vessel shows up at Omega, with mysterious new enemies aboard:
Cerberus has lost control of their Adjutants test subjects and this ship was only the first! Aria and the people of
Omega will have to team up with Cerberus, if they have any hope of stopping these powerful creatures. Will
she be able to save Omega? The one thing that they did show was how determined Aria is. Invasion makes 3
for 3! Will the last comic be as good as the first three? All 4 issues in the comic carry the same general theme
of Homeworlds, but each one features a different character. Vega is trying to check up on his Uncle and his
Father back on Earth. This triggers a flashback to Vega on Earth, before he joined the Marines. I liked this
issue. This was a good issue! In this issue, Tali has just started out on her Pilgrimage. She was planning to
travel to Illium, but makes a detour to investigate a Geth presence in the Crescent Nebula. Will she get the
information to the right person in time? What a way to start off your Pilgrimage! Learning the back story on
how she got the information about Saren was pretty cool, but be warned, there are some pretty sad moments in
this one. One such moment is Tali losing her naivety. Leaving the Flotilla for the first time causes Tali to learn
a lot of lessons the hard way about how the Quarians are treated by the other races. The only complaint I had
for this issue was the artistic style. Garrus aka Archangel is making his last stand against the mercs of Omega.
He starts thinking back to how he got to where he is and to his conflict with his Father. The flashbacks serve a
purpose and there is resolution at the end of the issue. Liara has just recently taken over as Shadow Broker and
is using her newfound resources to search for a way to stop the Reapers. She will travel to Thessia Home for a
bit, but most of the issue takes place on Kahje. Kahje is the Hanar Homeworld. Will she find the Prothean data
she needs at the bottom of the Hanar Ocean? I really loved this one. Part of the reason is for taking Liara to
Kahje. To get to see where the Drell and Hanar live for the first time was really cool. So, naturally, I love
seeing more of her. It had mostly really good stories and art. In it, she discovers that the Collectors are
abducting Humans on Omega. This a nice, but short, introduction of Aria. They should have known better
than to screw with Aria! This comic tells the story of how Captain Bailey becomes Commander Bailey. I liked
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this comic, but it left with me more questions than answers. I now know why Bailey was so hesitant to talk
about his promotion to me in Mass Effect 3. Anyway, it was still interesting to see more of Bailey and see how
he became a Commander! He gets into a pretty big bar fight, but someone rescues him. Who could it be? This
was another pretty good short comic. I especially liked the ending. I loved every single comic included! One
thing I really loved was the notes at the bottom of each page from the artists and writers. They provide lots of
cool insight! You can buy it here: Dark Horse Share this:
3: Mass Effect Library Edition Volume 1 by Garry Brown
THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION! The series that revolutionized video game comics gets a deluxe treatment. Created in
close collaboration with the writers of the games, including Mass Effect 2 and 3 lead.

4: Mass Effect Library Edition Volume 2 HC :: Profile :: Dark Horse Comics
This review is for Mass Effect Library Edition Vol. 1 and we also bought Valve Presents: The Sacrifice and Other
Steam-Powered Stories Vol. 1. My son and husband love these books sooo much! He bought them for my 8 year old so
he could read them stories before bed lol, we are nontraditional I guess.

5: Mass Effect Library Edition Volume 2 by Various
Mass Effect Library Edition Volume 1 is a beautiful collection of Mass Effect comics. The book is large, leaning toward
coffee table size at x x inches, and clocking in at pages. The book is large, leaning toward coffee table size at x x inches,
and clocking in at pages.
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Mass Effect Library Edition Volume 1 Reviews (21) Chris Lemmerman Not quite as much fun as the Dragon Age Library
Edition, mainly because everything is a little disjointed in this www.enganchecubano.comting 4 separate mini series
which focus on different eras of the Mass Effect timeline, this book has some stand out moments, whilst others fall a bit.
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Mass Effect Library Edition Volume 1 HC The series that revolutionized video game comics gets a deluxe treatment.
Created in close collaboration with the writers of the games, including Mass Effect 2 and 3 lead writer Mac Walters, the
Mass Effect comics are tightly integrated and essential chapters of gaming's most acclaimed science fiction epic.
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So when I dug into the first volume of the Mass Effect Library Edition from Dark Horse Comics, which collects all four
miniseries to date, I was genuinely excited for what was to come. In what.
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MASS EFFECT LIBRARY EDITION VOLUME 1 Download Mass Effect Library Edition Volume 1 ebook PDF or Read
Online books in PDF, EPUB, and Mobi Format. Click Download or Read Online button to MASS EFFECT LIBRARY
EDITION VOLUME 1 book pdf for free now.
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